FAQ: Discontinuation of McGraw Hill Adult ESL Titles

Will CUP discontinue distribution of all McGraw ESL titles?
Cambridge University Press will continue to offer the *Interactions* and *Mosaic* series.

Why are these titles impacted?
The rights and permissions that support these textbooks expired and cannot be renewed.

My program is currently using one of the discontinued McGraw Hill titles. What is my next step?
Cambridge University Press will continue to sell all McGraw titles until there is no remaining stock. We recommend evaluating your titles in use with your program goals and contacting your local Cambridge representative for suggestions.

I want to select a new title. What do you suggest?
Cambridge University Press has a wide selection of titles to meet all your English language learning needs. See *insert see sell chart here*. Click on the title to read more about the selection, or visit our main website. Titles have sample units available for download. You can also browse our virtual catalog. Exam copies can be requested through your sales representative.

I ordered some copies of Excellent English and notice they have a new cover. Has the book changed?
There are no changes to the content of the books.

When I called customer service to order materials, they told me the title was out of print. Help!
Materials are sold on a first come, first serve basis; however, contact your local sales representative to see if there is an alternative – series like *All Star* and *Excellent English* have been sold with many different package configurations, and we may have the core products available in a different package.
**Will you stop supporting discontinued titles?**
We will cease supporting classroom use of impacted titles effective September 30, 2017. Select supplements will continue to be offered for sale until stock becomes unavailable.